September 28 - 30

Visit Douglas at Booth C-2014 to see how we provide more.
At Douglas, it’s not just what we do. It’s who we are.
TOP LOAD ROBOTIC CASE PACKING
TriVex®
Put Douglas first on your My Show Planner and see how
we can do more with the all NEW TriVex SL, launching at
Pack Expo! The TriVex SL utilizes a robotic loader to pack bags,
pouches and cartons in a standup configuration into retailready display cases with one or two product facings. Also on
display is the vision guided TriVex RL. It incorporates a Delta
III robotic loader, creating a highly efficient process while
providing a small footprint.

Don’t miss our

exclusive

product launch!
TriVex SL
				

TriVex RL

SHRINK PACKAGING with Auto Changeover

		
Contour SPS-60

Contour™
Make a point to check out what’s new with the Douglas
Contour SPS-60 shrink wrap system. You’ll be glad you
did. This system is equipped with our latest SmartSelect™
automatic changeover for multi-lane conveyors and
infeed rails – providing you with more options. It
incorporates Rockwell’s linear motor technology to
more efficiently group and meter bottles, cans and cartons.

HORIZONTAL CASE/TRAY PACKING
Axiom® IM and Invex® IM
It’s definitely worth your time to see the Axiom IM and
Invex IM in action. Watch how the Axiom IM provides gentle
product handling at speeds up to 40 cases per minute with
the pack-pattern flexibility your retailers demand. The Douglas
Invex IM features speeds up to 25 cases or trays per minute,
a simple and repeatable changeover, a sanitary frame design
and stainless steel wash down options. See how these two
meet your case/tray packing needs and more.

Axiom IM

			

Invex IM
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